Inspired by Integrity

The AbbVie Code of Business Conduct
Our science, our skill and our innovative spirit are devoted to bringing improved quality of life to market.
Dear Colleague,

Welcome to AbbVie’s Code of Business Conduct. At AbbVie, we embrace the responsibility of making a remarkable impact on people’s lives through the innovative medicines and solutions we create together. We also pride ourselves on our commitment to integrity, knowing not only is it the right thing to do, but it also ensures the resiliency of our business and our long-term success.

The foundation of our integrity is our Code, which guides our decisions, highlights risk areas, enhances decision making, and strengthens our culture. Our Code applies to all employees and levels of our organization and sets clear expectations as we strive to deliver a long-term impact for patients, customers and communities around the world.

As AbbVie employees, it’s critically important that we hold ourselves to the highest standards of honesty, fairness and integrity as we perform our jobs. The Code was created to serve as a living document to help guide our decision making and a resource to be consulted as you go about your job. My hope is that each of us will consider the Code a tool to help direct efforts to make the best possible decisions.

We all share in the responsibility to live by our Code. It provides guidance, direction and describes what we believe in and what we strive to deliver to those we serve – patients, customers, health care providers, shareholders, business partners and our AbbVie colleagues.

Your responsibility

It’s important that when you are facing a tough choice to consult the Code. If you need additional resources, your AbbVie management and colleagues, including our Office of Ethics and Compliance and Legal Department, are always here for you. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our global Ethics Helpline portal, which is always available.

Thank you for your close attention to our Code, your adherence to its principles and for always holding yourselves, and our company, to the highest possible standards.

Best regards,

Robert A. Michael
Chief Executive Officer
What we do isn’t easy, but we persevere because what we achieve inspires hope and transforms lives – every single day.
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Integrity in our workplace

Work of any kind is most meaningful when it is performed with integrity and honesty.

We honor our Code

We make good decisions

We speak up

We are respectful

We protect our employees and our environment

We support employee privacy
We honor our Code

Every day we have the opportunity to pursue our passion for developing and marketing products that improve worldwide health.

Trust is not given. It's earned every day through every action that we take. This means that every decision we make has an impact on the lives of many people. And our individual actions impact the entire company. Our Code guides us in making good decisions. It points us to policies and procedures that apply to us. It also helps us enjoy a more satisfying workplace.

Our Code represents the high standards that make us one of the world's most respected companies. We expect all AbbVie employees to act in compliance with our Code. Using both internal and external resources, we conduct routine and special reviews of our business practices to verify compliance with the Code, our policies and procedures, and the law. These checks on our business processes allow us to identify areas where we can make improvements and correct potential concerns to be sure we conduct business the right way.

Who should comply with our Code

Our Code applies globally to all AbbVie employees. We expect our suppliers, business partners and other third parties with whom we conduct business to meet the same high standards that we set for ourselves and adhere to behavior consistent with the spirit of the Code and to all applicable laws and regulations when working on behalf of AbbVie.

Leaders as role models

If you lead others, you set the tone for our culture of integrity. Encourage compliance with our Code. Listen to employee concerns. Do not tolerate inappropriate behavior or unethical or illegal activities where you work or in any other area of the company. Your commitment to our Code and your positive actions contribute to AbbVie's performance, but more importantly, to protecting our reputation.

This is our way

Cultural variations in societies around the world can result in different perspectives on business conduct. Where local customs conflict with our Code, follow the Code. If you are not sure what to do, ask your manager or contact the Office of Ethics and Compliance or our Legal Department.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager or the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.
Our Principles

Our purpose is profound, and our path is clear. We embrace the responsibility of making a remarkable impact on people’s lives through the innovative medicines and solutions we create together. This is driven by our compassion for people, commitment to innovation and inclusion, service to the community, and uncompromising integrity at the heart of everything we do.

Operating as one AbbVie team, we care deeply for our patients, their families, our employees, and our communities. We strive to always do the right thing, pursuing the highest standards in quality, compliance, safety, and performance. In everything we do, we invest and innovate relentlessly to tackle unmet needs, creating new medicines and health care approaches for a healthier world.

Globally, our employees embrace diverse backgrounds and perspectives and treat everyone equally, with dignity and respect, allowing us to achieve our best. We proudly do our part to serve and support our communities and protect the environment, making a lasting impact that’s felt within health care and beyond.

What we do isn’t easy, but we persevere because what we achieve inspires hope and transforms lives – every single day.

- **Transforming Lives** – We inspire hope and transform lives every day. We make decisions based on our deep caring and compassion for people, delivering a lasting impact to our patients, their families, our employees, and the community.
- **Acting with Integrity** – We strive to always do the right thing. With uncompromising integrity at the heart of everything we do, we pursue the highest standards in quality, compliance, safety, and performance.
- **Driving Innovation** – We innovate relentlessly in everything we do to tackle unmet needs. We invest in the discovery and development of new medicines and health care approaches for a healthier world.
- **Embracing Diversity & Inclusion** – We treat everyone equally, with dignity and respect. Around the world, our employees embrace diverse backgrounds and perspectives which allows us all to achieve our best.
- **Serving the Community** – We are proud to serve and support the community and do our part to protect the environment. We make a remarkable impact that’s felt within health care and beyond.
We make good decisions

Our Code cannot tell you what to do in every situation.

In most circumstances, if you abide by our policies and procedures and the law, your decision is probably the right one. Use your best judgment. Be honest and fair. If the right choice is not clear, consult your manager, the Office of Ethics and Compliance, our Legal Department or another one of our Contacts.

Making a difference

At a meeting, a coworker and I hear a consultant say something that seems inappropriate. Discussing it later, we both agree that it was not in good taste, but my coworker doesn’t think it broke any rules or the law. I respect the consultant and don’t want her to get in trouble, but I tell my manager what happened because I feel it is best for the company.

Make the right decision. Ask yourself...

- Is it lawful?
- Does it comply with our policies and procedures?
- Does it align with accepted industry practice?
- Does it show respect for our culture of integrity?
- Does it support our performance and our goals?
- Would I be comfortable if it was publicized?

If yes to all:
Do it. Your decision is likely the right one.

If no to any:
Don’t do it. It may put a patient, you, someone else or our company at risk.

If not sure about any:
Discuss it with a manager, the Office of Ethics and Compliance, our Legal Department or one of our Contacts.
We speak up

Our culture encourages open communication and respectful discussion.

It is everyone’s responsibility to speak up! This is how we resolve problems and enhance our performance.

Don’t wait for someone else to speak up. Sometimes, a simple, “please don’t do that” to a coworker may be enough to correct behavior. If it doesn’t work, raise the concern yourself. Looking the other way when it comes to unlawful or unethical conduct puts us all at risk.

Making a report

A brief conversation with a manager may easily remedy many issues. There are other ways to report your concerns, too. See our Contacts page for a list of resources to assist you, including our Global Helpline Portal, a confidential option available for sharing your concerns 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. When you report an issue, we will promptly investigate it and take corrective action when necessary. You may report anonymously where permitted by law. Never be afraid to share a concern.

We do not retaliate

Our no-retaliation policy aligns with our commitment to integrity. Express and report your concerns freely. We will not tolerate retaliation against you for making a good faith report. Anyone discovered to be involved in retaliation is subject to corrective action, up to and including termination of employment.

This is our way

We respect and investigate all reports made in good faith. This means you are telling us what you believe is true. You don’t have to know all the facts to make a report. If you honestly suspect inappropriate or unlawful conduct, report it. This helps preserve our reputation and the trust that others place in us.

Cooperating with investigations

When an investigation into alleged misconduct is underway, we cooperate and respond promptly to requests for information. This includes providing accurate documents or records related to an investigation. Share what you know honestly and completely.

Consequences for violations

Anyone discovered to be involved in inappropriate conduct or in violation of our Code, our policies, our procedures and/or applicable laws or regulations, is subject to corrective action, up to and including termination of employment.

If you...
- want to know about a compliance issue, our policies or procedures
  Speak up!
- see inappropriate behavior, a Code violation or illegal activity
  Speak up!
- suspect inappropriate behavior, a Code violation or illegal activity
  Speak up!

There are many ways for you to raise issues and concerns. Contact:
- Your manager
- Human Resources
- Office of Ethics and Compliance
- Legal Department
- Global Helpline Portal

See our Contacts page for a complete list of AbbVie reporting resources.
We are respectful

Our workplace encourages collaboration and inclusion.

Sharing and valuing a wide range of ideas and viewpoints broadens our perspectives, helping inspire innovation and achievement of our goals.

We value diversity and inclusion

We aspire to offer a vibrant, inclusive workplace that engages our broad diversity of people. We embrace differences and promote equal opportunity in our employment practices. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, age, sex, physical or mental disability, medical condition (including pregnancy), genetic information, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, marital status, protected veteran status or any other characteristics protected by law.

Making a difference

I am currently interviewing candidates to join my team. Although I don’t work in a country that has anti-discrimination laws, I plan to honor AbbVie’s commitment to equal employment opportunity and offer the position to the most qualified candidate based on knowledge, skills and ability.

We promote respect

People make AbbVie a success. We promote a harassment-free workplace where individuals are treated with respect and dignity. We do not tolerate any improper conduct – verbal, visual or physical – that is unwelcome or directed at someone based on his or her legally protected characteristics. This includes conduct that interferes with someone’s work or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager of the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.

This is our way

Examples of inappropriate conduct may include...

- Intimidating, demeaning or offensive remarks, emails, photos or other printed materials
- Racial or religious slurs or epithets
- Jokes, pictures, comments or words with derogatory or sexual content
- Unwanted physical contact

Learn More

See the AbbVie Anti-Harassment/Discrimination policy or contact Human Resources for additional information.
We protect our employees and our environment

We are committed to protecting the environment and the health and safety of our employees, contractors and communities.

Our Environment, Health and Safety programs aim to provide a safe and healthy workplace for employees, minimize injuries and illnesses, reduce AbbVie’s environmental footprint and maintain regulatory compliance.

Do your part to work in a safe and environmentally sustainable manner. Take responsibility for maintaining an incident-free workplace, and report any concerns to your manager or site Environment, Health and Safety representative.

Making a difference

While installing a new piece of equipment, I notice a very sharp edge at an employee's work station. As an AbbVie engineer, I take pro-active steps to eliminate the sharp edge so that no employee will be subject to accidental injury.

Learn More
Read more about Our Commitment to the Environment, Health & Safety and AbbVie's Environmental Stewardship Position.

We drive safely

We recognize the need to avoid distractions while driving vehicles in our working roles. If you drive as part of your job at AbbVie, you are prohibited from using hand-held devices while operating a vehicle. Hands-free devices may be used to perform certain tasks, but only if you can do so safely and it is consistent with local law.

Learn More
Read more about the AbbVie Global Distracted Driving Standard.
We don’t tolerate substance abuse

The use of illegal drugs and alcohol misuse by employees is inconsistent with the commitment of AbbVie to provide a safe, healthy, secure and productive work environment. Performing your duties while impaired is irresponsible and could endanger your safety and the safety of others and interfere with job performance.

Learn More
See the AbbVie Drug and Alcohol Policy for additional information.

We don’t tolerate workplace violence

AbbVie is committed to maintaining a work environment free from intimidation, violence or threats of violence. Any employee who becomes aware of threats, threatening behavior, signs of potential violence or actual violence should report it immediately to a manager, Human Resources or Security.

Consistent with applicable law, weapons are prohibited on company premises, in company vehicles, while conducting company business or at company-related meetings or functions.

Learn More
See our Workplace Violence Prevention Policy for additional information.

We support employee privacy

Our Global Privacy Policy protects personal information about employees.

Employees should feel secure knowing that we only use employee data for legitimate business purposes. We safeguard employee data from improper use or transfer to unauthorized sources. All third parties must abide by our commitment to employee privacy, too.

Making a difference

A supplier’s representative asks me for the home phone number of another AbbVie employee. Since I work in human resources, the supplier probably thinks I have this in my files. The representative says she had met the employee once before and they had discussed getting together socially. I tell her that I am not allowed to give out this kind of personal information.

Learn More
See the AbbVie Global Privacy Policy for additional information.
Integrity in patient care

It is a team effort to create a healthier world.

We are committed to improving patients’ lives

We interact honestly with health care providers

We ensure patient and customer privacy
We are committed to improving patients’ lives

Our work, our decisions and our business interactions are focused on advancing medicine through innovative products and therapies.

It is at the heart of everything we do. When we direct our activities toward improving patients’ lives in this way, we know we are doing the right thing.

We interact honestly with health care providers

Health care providers are at the front lines of disease management.

We collaborate to ensure our products are appropriately prescribed and distributed to the patients who need them. Our dedication to clear communications with health care providers serves the best interests of patients and supports medical advancements.

We take care to ensure product information is accurate, comprehensive, relevant and up to date. We are fair and open in our dealings with health care providers and customers. We do not offer or give gifts or other items or services of value as a means to earn favor for our products or to sway medical judgment. We rely on product quality and health care outcomes to influence purchasing and prescribing practices. This reinforces the positive reputation we have earned worldwide.

This is our way

Our commitment to transparency gives us another way to inspire public trust in our company. We track and submit accurate reports of anything of value given to health care providers and teaching hospitals. Depending on your location, you may need to track payments, expenses and fees covering such things as ...

- Meals
- Travel
- Educational material
- Consulting and speaking engagements
- Grants and charitable donations
- Research

Making a difference

I interact regularly with a research hospital and want to send a holiday gift basket to the hospital, filling it with candy for distribution to its employees. After consulting AbbVie’s Office of Ethics and Compliance I am told that while it is a kind offer, I should not do it because it might appear that AbbVie is trying to influence doctors at the hospital to do business with AbbVie.
We ensure patient and customer privacy

The privacy of patients, health care professionals and our customers is paramount.

We treat personally identifiable information of patients and customers with care and respect. Whether we collect such information verbally, in print or electronically, we use it only for legitimate business purposes and always consistent with any notice provided and consent obtained. This also applies to third-party individuals and suppliers that do business for us. We require our suppliers to meet the same standards of privacy and security protection for personally identifiable information as AbbVie provides.

**Personally identifiable information** is any information or set of information that identifies or could be reasonably used to identify an individual. A birth date, age, address, parents’ names, social security number and credit card number are a few examples. You should minimize the patient and customer personally identifiable information you share, and only share with AbbVie coworkers when they are authorized to have it and need it for a legitimate business purpose.

**This is our way**

It is our responsibility to...

- Comply with all applicable laws and AbbVie policies to safeguard privacy of information in the countries where we operate.
- Never use or share personally identifiable information in a manner that is inconsistent with the notice provided when the information was collected or any consent obtained.
- Report any unauthorized disclosure of personally identifiable information to Global Security via our **Global Command Center Hotline at 1.847.935.5555** or your local privacy lead, our **Legal Department** or the **Office of Ethics and Compliance**.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager of the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.

Making a difference

An outside consultant who helps advertise and promote AbbVie’s products calls to say she is assembling a presentation for a medical conference and asks me for the names of physicians who have prescribed our products, and their patients’ names, so she can interview them. I know this information is private and that revealing patient data without proper permission may violate the law, so I refuse the request.

Learn More

Read AbbVie’s Online Privacy Notice.
Integrity in our industry

Growth and innovation require an uncompromising commitment to transparency.
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We follow industry laws and regulations

We value the long-standing trust we have earned worldwide.

Patients, health care providers, customers and suppliers know they can rely on us because we comply with the laws, regulations and codes that govern the pharmaceutical industry and our company (e.g., European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations [EFPIA] and International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations [IFPMA]).

We make product quality and safety a priority

The importance we place on product quality and safety is embedded in our culture.

This is why patients and consumers trust our products. It is also why industry authorities and medical experts respect our company.

Our manufacturing facilities adhere to Current Good Manufacturing Practices (CGMP) standards and follow stringent quality control procedures. AbbVie suppliers are subject to these standards, too, and must maintain a Quality Management System.

Report any unfavorable, unexpected or undesirable result associated with AbbVie product use, whether or not attributable to an AbbVie product, within one business day after learning of the adverse event. Call 800.633.9110 or follow local procedures for your group or affiliate so that all appropriate individuals and government regulators are informed. Your local affiliate or department may have specific procedures for reporting safety concerns.

This is our way

Respect for each other, our business performance and our culture includes knowing and honoring the rules and regulations that govern our industry. These include laws and regulations regarding:

- Research and development
- Manufacturing of our products
- Promoting and selling our products
- Marketing our products
- Distributing our products

Because we are a public company based in the United States, we comply with certain U.S. laws wherever we operate unless a requirement outside the United States is more restrictive and does not conflict with U.S. law.

If you are in a situation outside the United States where regulations, rules or laws seem to conflict with our Code or applicable U.S. regulations, consult your manager or seek guidance from our Legal Department.

Making a difference

A representative of a potential AbbVie supplier approaches me to request a commitment to a contract. The supplier is widely respected, and I feel the association would help improve AbbVie's performance. The representative says that our review/due diligence process isn't necessary because of his company's established reputation. I tell the representative that he cannot sidestep our policies and procedures and insist that these be followed so we can maintain our high standards.

Learn More

See our Good Scientific Practices policy for additional information.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager of the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.
We promote products responsibly

Our advertising and promotion efforts focus on conveying useful product information to health care providers, patients and customers.

We only promote our pharmaceutical products for uses that have been approved or authorized by appropriate government or regulatory agencies, (e.g., we don’t promote in the United States a use that has been approved by the French but not the U.S. government). Our product claims are grounded in scientific evidence, accepted medical practice and government-approved labeling rules in all countries where we operate.

We maintain high standards in research & development

Our diverse portfolio of pharmaceuticals is grounded in leading-edge science.

We discover, develop and improve our products through studies and clinical trials that follow industry standards. Our shared goal of finding new ways to improve health outcomes unifies our R&D efforts.

Clinical trials

Our clinical trials follow stringent procedures that apply globally. Researchers and clinical investigators are qualified, objective and transparent. Clinical study participants are treated with dignity and respect. We only perform clinical trials in countries that are in compliance with international guidelines for the conduct of clinical trials and the protection of human subjects.

Learn More
Read more about our Clinical Trials.

This is our way

- Rigorous policies and procedures guide how we conduct research.
- Clinical trials are reviewed by independent ethics committees.
- We obtain informed consent from participants prior to initiating a clinical trial, and protect participants from unreasonable risk.
- Study analyses and results are accurately and timely reported.
- Authorship and publication of study results follow accepted industry practice.
- We disclose any financial relationships with investigators when research is done on our behalf.

Animal welfare

The humane treatment of animals is essential to our approach to quality scientific discovery and drug development. We meet all applicable regulations and standards regarding care of laboratory animals. We strive to minimize pain and distress. When we work with animal models, the internationally accepted principles for the humane use of animals in research known as the 3Rs — Reduction, Refinement, Replacement — guides our commitment to animal welfare.

Learn More
Read more about AbbVie’s Commitment to Responsible Use of Animals in Research.

This is our way

- Whenever we can, we seek alternatives to animal testing.
- We prefer to work with labs accredited by AAALAC International.
We maintain trustworthy business practices

We comply with all applicable laws that regulate our business.

We conduct our business in a transparent and ethical manner and comply with all applicable laws. Many of these laws concern the way we promote and sell our medical products. It is never acceptable to try to influence purchasing decisions in any way that is unethical, inappropriate or illegal or creates a potential conflict of interest. We strictly prohibit the receipt or offer of bribes and participation in corruption. We are honest, open and up-front when we interact with those who may be interested in buying or prescribing our products.

This is our way

Compliance with the law inspires trust in our culture of integrity. We abide by all laws, regulations, policies and procedures that apply to our jobs including:

- **U.S. Anti-Kickback Statute.** We don’t give anything of value to induce a health care professional to use or recommend pharmaceutical products that are paid for or reimbursed by the government.
- **U.S. False Claims Act and similar laws in other countries.** We don’t submit or cause the submission of false claims for health care reimbursement to the government.
- **Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and similar laws in other countries.** We don’t promote a regulated product or an indication that has not received FDA or other appropriate regulatory approval.
- **Transparency Laws.** We report certain payments to physicians and other customers, as required by transparency laws and regulations in every location where we operate.
- **U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the United Kingdom Bribery Act and similar laws in other countries.** We prohibit the receipt or offering of bribes and participation in corruption and adhere to all local laws and regulations that cover bribery and corruption.

If you are in a situation outside the United States where local regulations, rules or laws seem to conflict with our Code or applicable U.S. regulations, consult your manager or get guidance from our Legal Department.

Learn More

See the PhRMA Code on Interactions with Health Care Professionals and AdvaMed Code of Ethics on Interactions with Health Care Professionals.
We comply with anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws

We do not tolerate improper payments. We understand that accepting, offering or giving anything of value to influence a business decision or gain an unfair business advantage is improper.

We also understand that improper payments received or given can have severe repercussions for the individuals involved, for AbbVie and ultimately, for our industry and the people we serve. We are careful to maintain accurate books and records to reflect all payments made and received, and we avoid even the appearance of anything improper.

We recognize that we may be responsible for improper payments made by third parties conducting business on our behalf, so we have due diligence processes in place to ensure we know who we are working with, that they have a reputation for operating honestly and with integrity and that any payments made on our behalf are appropriate.

Although common in some countries, we prohibit "facilitation" payments to public officials for taking routine governmental actions.

Learn More
See our Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption policy for additional information.

Making a difference
I am in charge of facility maintenance in my AbbVie location. I am waiting for a particular certification required by the local government. A government official asks me for a cash payment in order to expedite the certification. I know that it is unacceptable to pay a government official a fee such as this to get things done. I refuse to make the payment and I report the incident to my manager and to our Legal Department.
We protect company assets

Whether our work takes us to an office, a warehouse, a laboratory, a hospital, a health care facility, a remote location or our home, we care for AbbVie’s assets as if they were our own.

These assets include information assets as well as physical, electronic and financial assets. Protecting assets from improper or careless use, destruction or disclosure is everyone’s job.

We protect confidential and proprietary information

Information about AbbVie operations is private. We use it only to do our jobs and never share it with anyone, inside or outside of AbbVie, who is not authorized to see it. We do not upload or store confidential, proprietary or personally identifiable information to unauthorized sites such as cloud storage sites, our personal email accounts, home computers, personally obtained storage locations or insecure locations.

We are especially careful to protect proprietary information – knowledge that AbbVie owns and uses to our competitive advantage in the marketplace. This includes intellectual property such as trade secrets (for example, patents, trademarks, manufacturing processes and business methods). As AbbVie employees, we are in a position of trust and confidence and may come into contact or have access to confidential information and inventions that were developed by AbbVie employees and agents. Confidential information and inventions are more specifically defined in your AbbVie Employee Agreement.

Learn More
See our Requirements for Release of Confidential Information policy for additional information.

This is our way

There may be times when a government agency, supplier or legal team requests us to disclose confidential information. If you receive a request of this kind, contact our Legal Department for assistance.

Making a difference

I am an AbbVie researcher. In a casual conversation with my brother, he asks me if AbbVie is studying any new drug treatments. I know about an innovative new therapy that is currently being discussed but, as excited as I am to share AbbVie’s plans, I know the information is proprietary so I decide not to share this information.

We protect AbbVie’s electronic and physical assets

Safeguarding AbbVie facilities, vehicles, furnishings, equipment, inventory, electronic devices and information systems from damage and loss is everyone’s responsibility. We maintain electronic and physical assets in good working condition and never use them in a careless or wasteful manner. We keep our computers, other electronic devices, software and the passwords we use to access them, secure. Occasional personal use of AbbVie resources is permitted, as long as it doesn’t interfere with your job or violate our policies.

We protect AbbVie’s financial assets

The integrity of our cash assets and securities, bank accounts, credit standing and financial records is essential to our success. We take great care to protect these and other financial assets and keep them secure. We manage budgets responsibly. We comply with AbbVie accounting controls, financial policies and guidelines related to sourcing and purchasing. If you have an accounting or auditing concern, speak up.

Making a difference

As an AbbVie sales representative, I often work in remote locations. Sometimes while waiting to meet a business partner I use my company laptop to check personal email. I mistakenly click on an email attachment that causes the computer to shut down. I call my manager, who refers me to our information technology department for assistance in safely rebooting my device and preventing any potential damage.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager of the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.
We manage and store records accurately

We ensure the integrity of our business transactions by keeping documents and records organized and making sure entries are accurate, complete and thorough.

We store records securely and maintain them in accordance with our Records Management Program. When our records are subject to a Legal Hold Order, we are careful to keep records intact. Contact our Legal Department to learn more about Legal Hold Orders.

Learn More
See our Records Management Policy for additional information.

Making a difference
A coworker just completed a sale at the beginning of AbbVie’s second quarter. She is wondering if recording an earlier closing date for the transaction is acceptable, because she wants to meet a sales target. I remind her that making a false entry in our books is not only dishonest, it may be unlawful, and she should not do it.

We communicate with the public appropriately

It is a privilege to share the pride of our accomplishments with the world. When we share information, the public expects us to be consistent and accurate.

To this end, refer all media inquiries to Public Affairs. Get approval from Public Affairs before you speak or write on behalf of the company. Consult with your manager before writing an article for a professional journal or accepting a speaking engagement on behalf of the company.

Learn More
See our External Communications Policy or contact Public Affairs for additional information.

Making a difference
I work in the AbbVie accounting department and have a strong opinion about a new ruling from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. I want to use my personal blog to communicate my thoughts and am careful to show that my thoughts are my own and do not represent those of AbbVie. I clearly state this on my blog.

We are ethical in gathering business intelligence

Collecting and analyzing information can help us grow, but we are careful to gather and use information legally and appropriately.

Just as we do not reveal our confidential information or trade secrets, we do not use or share the confidential information or trade secrets of others.
Integrity in the marketplace

Long-term business relationships depend on honesty and transparency.
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The AbbVie Code of Business Conduct

We avoid conflicts of interest

Our decisions are based on what is best for AbbVie and the welfare of patients rather than any personal advantage.

Allowing a competing interest to interfere with good decision making can put our reputation for honesty and fairness at risk. Don’t let your judgment be swayed by a conflict of interest.

A conflict of interest may arise in many different ways. Engaging in a close personal relationship with someone who is employed by an AbbVie supplier, investing in a company that competes with AbbVie, conducting business on behalf of AbbVie with a company that a family member owns, or providing consulting services to another pharmaceutical company—these types of circumstances may present a conflict of interest.

A conflict of interest can exist, for example, if you...

- Work for an AbbVie competitor, supplier or business partner
- Have an ownership interest in a business that sells goods or services to AbbVie
- Hire a relative or friend
- Invest in a company that supplies products or services to AbbVie
- Have a family member who does, or wants to do, business with AbbVie
- Accept a gift, payment or favor from a business partner
- Offer a gift, payment or favor to a business partner
- Accept a business opportunity for yourself that was intended to benefit AbbVie
- Serve on the board of a company that does business with AbbVie

Let your manager or Human Resources know about any situation that you believe may be a conflict of interest. You should also disclose any potential conflict to the Office of Ethics and Compliance.

Learn More

See our Employee Referral Program and Employment of Relatives policy or contact Human Resources for additional information.

Making a difference

A supplier who I have worked with for many years, approaches me to ask if I would consider doing some consulting work for his company. He assures me that the work is totally unrelated to the work I do for AbbVie. I thank him for the offer, but decline. Even if the work is unrelated, I know how this could look to others and that I need to avoid even the appearance of an improper relationship.
We follow antitrust laws

We support free and honest competition.

The fair pricing of our products is essential to our commitment to improving health worldwide. This is why we never engage in activities that restrain free trade – such as price fixing, bid rigging or other arrangements that violate antitrust laws. We never discuss pricing, customers or sales agreements with competitors, and are careful to avoid any activity that gives the appearance of restricting trade.

Learn More
See our Compliance with Antitrust Laws policy or contact Legal for additional information.

We comply with insider trading laws

In the course of our jobs, we may hear or know about a company’s business activities or plans that are not yet publicized.

Information that has not been made public, but if known, may persuade a reasonable investor to buy, sell or hold a company’s securities is called “inside” or “nonpublic” information. Never use this information – whether it is about AbbVie or any other company – to conduct a trade. Never “tip” someone else on what you know so that they may trade. Insider trading and tipping are illegal.

Learn More
See our Insider Training in Securities policy or contact Legal for additional information.

Making a difference

During a break at an industry conference, I join a couple of AbbVie competitors and some vendors to chat over coffee. When someone begins discussing pricing and territories, I am aware that participating in this conversation could put AbbVie at risk, so I immediately excuse myself from the group and leave the room. I tell our Legal Department what happened as soon as the conference is over.

Making a difference

My neighbor works for one of AbbVie’s collaboration partners and tells me that important clinical trial data for a compound being developed jointly by her employer and AbbVie will be released next week. The data suggests that the compound will be highly successful commercially. I think about purchasing the collaboration partner’s stock and telling my brother, but realize that what I have heard about both companies could be considered material, nonpublic information. I keep the information confidential and do not trade in either company’s stock so as not to violate our Code or the law.

There are many kinds of material, nonpublic information.

It could be anything you know about current, new or pending...

Mergers or acquisitions
Changes in management
Financial results or forecasts
Market strategies
Legal actions
Contracts
Clinical trial or other scientific data

Even after inside information is made public, you are not allowed to use the information to trade in securities until a certain amount of time has elapsed. Contact our Legal Department if you have any questions about a transaction you are considering.
We comply with import/export laws

We comply with all applicable laws, regulations, sanctions and restrictions that relate to the import and export of our products and services.

We also comply with U.S. anti-boycott laws which prohibit or penalize cooperation with international boycotts that the U.S. government does not endorse. Make sure you know and comply with any trade compliance laws and regulations associated with the countries in which you do business. Contact our Legal Department if you have any questions or concerns.

Making a difference

A distributor informs me that he is planning to sell products that he purchases from us into a country that is subject to comprehensive trade sanctions imposed by the U.S. government. When I try to get more details, he tells me not to worry because the product will be delivered to the distributor in a neighboring non-sanctioned country, and he will take full responsibility for re-exporting the goods into the sanctioned country. I stop all shipments to the distributor and alert our Legal Department, as I believe this is inconsistent with our Code and applicable trade laws.

We are alert for payments from suspicious sources

Purchases and payments made in unusual ways may signal illegal activity.

Watch out for payments made to AbbVie or on our behalf that come from an unknown source, are all-cash payments or are payments made through a personal bank account or financial institution with no relation to the customer or business partner. Report any such transaction that you feel is suspicious to our Legal Department or Finance Department.

Learn More

See our Anti-Money Laundering Law policy.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager of the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.
We treat suppliers fairly

Our collaborative association with suppliers is based on mutual trust, fairness and pride in contributing to excellence in patient care.

We are honest and open when we interact with suppliers. We support competitive business practices and make decisions objectively without regard to personal or financial gain or personal relationships.

We cooperate with the government

Our interactions with government agencies and officials are honest and forthright.

We meet all requirements for accurate, timely reporting and documentation that may be required and cooperate with inspections and investigations. When asked for information or records or to verify data that we have submitted to them, we are truthful and transparent. If you receive a request, you should contact our Legal Department.

Making a difference

My department is getting ready to select a supplier for some equipment that AbbVie will need to purchase on a regular basis. I tell a prospective vendor that our policy requires three bids. She promises that her company will offer us the lowest price so there is no need to request other bids. I inform her that she must follow our bid process.

Learn More
See our Purchasing Code of Conduct and Purchase Authority policy.

This is our way

All AbbVie suppliers must abide by our Supplier Code of Conduct and the law. If you observe or suspect supplier misconduct, take responsibility by reporting it to AbbVie Purchasing and Supplier Management or to the AbbVie Office of Ethics and Compliance, either directly or via the Global Helpline Portal.
Integrity in the community

Business performance thrives when it embraces social responsibility.

We are good global citizens

We help protect the planet
We are good global citizens

Our passion for solving the world’s toughest health care challenges carries over to facing the needs of underserved communities.

It is our honor to be a leader in corporate citizenship initiatives worldwide. We partner with communities – on both a global and local basis – to bring hope and opportunity to people in areas such as literacy, education, employment, health care and more. We encourage involvement in our social programs, but we never pressure volunteer activity.

We support human rights

We show respect for human dignity and the rights of every individual by supporting the principles set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, created by the United Nations. We comply with the employment laws of the countries in which we do business and expect our suppliers and business partners to do the same.

This is our way

AbbVie does not tolerate human rights abuses. We comply with laws and practices that prohibit:

- Child labor
- Forced, bonded or indentured labor
- Involuntary prison labor
- Human trafficking
- Unfair wages and benefits

Individually, we make a difference

We celebrate involvement in the communities where we live and work, but decisions to participate in charitable or political activities are personal ones. Unless you are notified otherwise, you may volunteer, participate or make contributions to charitable organizations or to political candidates, campaigns or parties as you wish, but always use your own name, your own funds and your own resources – not AbbVie’s – unless you receive approval in advance.

Making a difference

During AbbVie’s annual volunteering event, our Week of Possibilities, the company encourages everyone to participate in various nonprofit organizations and help their local communities. I am so glad I chose to do this! I really felt like I made a difference in the world. I know it is my personal decision to volunteer and am proud to work for a company that supports involvement in these kinds of positive outreach programs.
We help protect the planet

Our environmental stewardship initiatives help protect the planet while improving efficiency, reducing costs and preserving our ability to do business in the future.

AbbVie works diligently to ensure environmental stewardship across our value chain, from the sourcing of raw materials, to the manufacture and distribution of our products. Promptly report any situation or business practice that poses a safety, health or environmental concern to your manager or EHS Site Representative.

This is our way

To help protect the planet, we are dedicated to the following practices...

- Reducing energy use, water use, waste generation and use of other natural resources
- Supporting projects that generate energy from renewable sources
- Reducing the environmental impact of our operations and mitigating environmental risks
- Supporting waste reduction and recycling efforts
- Complying with all EHS regulations and internal EHS standards
- Expecting suppliers to comply with all applicable EHS regulations

Learn More

Read more about Our Commitment to the Environment, Health & Safety and AbbVie’s Environmental Stewardship Position.

Visit the Corporate Policy Portal on My AbbVie to access additional company policies and procedures on the topics covered within our Code, or ask your manager of the Office of Ethics and Compliance for additional guidance.
Waivers

The Audit Committee of the AbbVie Board of Directors may authorize a waiver of our Code for officers. The Chief Executive Officer is the only individual who can authorize a waiver for any other AbbVie employees. We publicly disclose waivers as required by law.
## Contacts and helpline

There are many ways to contact us when you have a question or concern. We encourage employees to use the method that is most convenient. This list is your guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Contact information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Helpline Portal</strong></td>
<td>Any issue or concern</td>
<td>To report your concerns on situations that you believe might be inconsistent with our Code or possibly in violation of laws or regulations, please use the Global Helpline Portal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vice President, Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer</strong></td>
<td>Any issue or concern</td>
<td>Mail: Vice President Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer AbbVie, Department V36X 1 North Waukegan Road, North Chicago, IL 60064 U.S.A. Mark envelopes: “Confidential – To be opened by the Vice President, Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer only.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Contact information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Global Security**                  | Any security issue or concern               | Command Center Hotline: 1-847-935-5555  
Affiliates: +1-847-935-5555 |
| **Human Resources**                  | Any HR issue or concern                     | https://abbviehr.abbvienet.com/GL-EN/Pages/Global_HRCentral_Help_All.aspx |
| **Legal**                            | Any legal issue or concern                  | legalcodecontacts@abbvie.com |
| **Operations:**                      | Any issue or concern                        | operationsinformation@abbvie.com |
| - Environment, Health and Safety     |                                            |                                      |
| - Purchasing and Supplier Management |                                            |                                      |
| - Quality                            |                                            |                                      |
| **Public Affairs**                   | Any media issue or concern                  | PARReviews@abbvie.com |
Pledge to the Code

I acknowledge that I have received, read and understand the AbbVie Code of Business Conduct and agree to its terms, including those of the policies, procedures and Employee Agreement referenced in it, except where applicable laws otherwise apply. I promise to use it as a guide to acceptable behavior and recognize that making ethical choices in my work and complying with applicable laws contributes to AbbVie's culture of integrity.

I also recognize that I have a responsibility to report any known or potential violations of the Code, AbbVie’s policies or procedures, or the law, to the Office of Ethics and Compliance or the Global Helpline Portal, except where laws or regulations specify otherwise. Consequences for violations may involve corrective action, up to and including termination of employment.

AbbVie does not tolerate retaliation against anyone for making a good faith report.

Signature

Printed name

UPI number

Received by